Abstract: El Niño Southern Oscillation (ENSO) is a naturally occurring phenomenon that affects weather around the world. Past ENSO episodes have had severe impacts on the economy of Colombia. We study the influence of ENSO on Colombian coffee production, exports and price. Our structural econometric specification is consistent with an economic model of the market for Colombian coffee which, in the short-run, is characterized by a downward-sloping demand curve and by a vertical supply curve. We show that El Niño (i.e. positive shocks to ENSO) is beneficial for Colombian production and exports and decreases the real price of Colombian coffee. On the contrary, La Niña (i.e. negative shocks to ENSO) depresses Colombian coffee production and exports and increases price. However, the overall impact of ENSO shocks is small. Both in the short-run and in the long-run, shocks to international demand for Colombian coffee are more relevant than supply-side shocks in Colombia in explaining the dynamics of the price of Colombian coffee. Our results suggest that a given coffee price shock can have beneficial, detrimental or negligible effects on the Colombian economy, depending on its underlying cause.
Introduction
El Niño Southern Oscillation (ENSO) is a naturally occurring phenomenon that changes the global atmospheric circulation and affects sea-level pressure, sea-surface temperatures, precipitation and winds around the globe. The socioeconomic impacts of weather fluctuations have been widely investigated (see Dell et al., 2014 , for a survey).
ENSO events and, more generally, temperature and precipitation anomalies, are associated with lower economic growth rates, agricultural yields and fishery (Dell et al., 2012; Hsiang and Meng, 2015; Iizumi et al., 2014; Sun et al., 2006; Tack and Ubilava, 2015) , commodity price inflation (Brunner, 2002; Cashin et al., 2017; and effects on human health (Andalón et al., 2016) . This paper addresses the question of how ENSO anomalies affect production, exports and real price of Colombian Arabica coffee. Although in recent years the importance of the coffee industry for the Colombian economy has decreased, it remains an important source of employment and contributes to stability and prosperity of the rural areas of the country (Dube and Vargas, 2013; Miller and Urdinola, 2010) . 1 Colombia is a leading producer of top-quality Arabica coffee and has a shore on the equatorial Pacific, therefore its economy is particularly sensitive to ENSO anomalies. Hoyos et al. (2013) point out that, due to flooding, destruction of infrastructures and payment of government subsidies, the 2010-11 La Niña caused losses for more than US $7.8 billion, while the drought following the 1997-98 El Niño determined a 10% drop in coffee production (Poveda et al., 2001) . Moreover, because of the negative impact on many agricultural commodities, Colombia was forced to import more than 3.5 million tons of grains and other food supplies. La Niña of 2007-08 has been one of the main factors contributing to the outbreak of the "coffee rust" (Avelino et al., 2015) . Between 2008 and 2011, this orange-colored fungus 1 In 2014 Colombia's top exports were crude petroleum (45%), coal briquettes (13%), refined petroleum products (4.9%) and coffee (4.7%). In 1990 Colombia exported mainly crude petroleum (24%), coffee (23%) and bananas (6.8%). In 1980 coffee represented 59% of total exports. Source: The Economic Complexity Observatory.
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-also known as "la roya" -ravaged coffee plantations in Southern and Central America, causing Colombian production to drop in 2009 by 31% compared to the level of 2008.
The main novelty of this paper is to present a structural econometric model for the Colombian coffee market that allows to identify the effects of ENSO anomalies, while controlling for shocks arising from both the supplyside and the demand-side of the Colombian and world coffee markets. We posit that the real price of Colombian coffee is jointly determined by shocks to the Colombian coffee supply, shocks arising in the world coffee market, Colombian export policy shocks (e.g. due to export retention schemes, quotas or "quality initiatives" 2 ) and El Niño (La Niña) anomalies. In this way, we are able to isolate the impacts of extreme ENSO events from shocks to economic fundamentals. Other studies on the "ENSO-commodity price inflation" nexus do not control for supply and demand shocks, although they are expected to be the main drivers of the real prices of coffee and of other commodities (Ubilava, 2012 . Moreover, most studies model and forecast the price of coffee with reduced form specifications that cannot identify the causes underlying coffee price shocks (see Ghoshray, 2010; Vogelvang, 1992 ). Our econometric model also relates to the strand of the literature dealing with the macroeconomic effects of coffee price shocks. Some of these studies focus only on price shocks originating from the supply-side, thus neglecting the importance of demand-driven price shocks (Dube and Vargas, 2013; Miller and Urdinola, 2010) .
In other cases, the cause of a given price shock is not explicitly identified (Otero, 2001; Raju and Melo, 2003) and the price of coffee is treated as exogenous (Edwards, 1984) . However, since there are no reasons to expect that a coffee price shock, driven by a shortfall to local production, might have the same impacts as a price shock driven by an export boom, our model could be used to improve our understanding of the linkages between the price of Colombian coffee and the economy of this country.
We show that during El Niño Colombian production and exports increase, while the real price of Colombian coffee decreases. On the contrary, the development of La Niña depresses Colombian coffee production and exports, while boosting its real price. The overall impact of ENSO shocks is small. In the short-run, ENSO shocks explain 2.2% of the fluctuations of Colombian coffee production and 0.2% of the variability of the real price of Colombian coffee. In the long-run, these percentages are 8.3% and 5.8%, respectively. Both in the short-run and in the longrun, shocks to Colombian coffee supply explain on their own only a small fraction of the variability of Colombian coffee prices, which is instead mostly accounted for by shocks arising in the world market for coffee.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 provides a background on the ENSO cycle and the Colombian coffee industry. Data and econometric methods are described in Section 3, while the main results are presented in Section 4. Policy implications are discussed Section 5, which also concludes the paper.
ENSO and the Colombian coffee industry
El Niño Southern Oscillation describes the interaction between atmosphere and ocean in the tropical Pacific region, which influences climate patterns worldwide. "El Niño" refers to the ocean component of ENSO (i.e. the cycling of sea-surface temperatures between below-and above-normal), while the "Southern Oscillation" (SO) captures large-scale fluctuations in air pressure (i.e. the atmospheric component of ENSO). ENSO is thus a single natural climate phenomenon with three distinct phases: El Niño, La Niña and a neutral state, where the atmosphere and ocean conditions are close to their long-term average. El Niño is the warm phase of the ENSO cycle, characterized by higher-than-usual sea temperatures in the central and eastern equatorial Pacific Ocean. It is also the negative phase of the SO, when abnormally high air pressure covers Indonesia and abnormally low air pressure characterizes the east-central tropical Pacific. El Niño is often followed by La Niña, which is characterized by cooler-thanusual sea water in the equatorial Pacific Ocean. La Niña is the cold phase of ENSO and the positive phase of the SO, when abnormally low air pressure covers Indonesia and abnormally high air pressure covers the east-central tropical Pacific.
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Although climatologists have made substantial progresses in modeling ENSO and can now predict the arrival of its warm and cold phases months in advance (see e.g. Chen et al., 2004) , past El Niño and La Niña episodes have had severe impacts on the Colombian economy (Hoyos et al., 2013; Poveda et al., 2001) , which is largely dependent on the production of high-quality Arabica coffee (Ubilava, 2012 
Data & Methods
Data. We estimate a Structural Vector Autoregressive (VAR) model that includes four variables sampled monthly over the January 1990 -May 2016 period, for a total of 317 observations. 6 Economic impacts of ENSO are measured through Sea Surface Temperature (SST) anomalies (sst t ). This variable, sourced from the U.S. National
Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration, represents deviations from the seasonal mean of sea surface temperatures, hence it is a natural proxy of weather anomalies due to ENSO. El Niño and La Niña are episodes with five consecutive three-month running mean of SST anomalies in the so-called "Niño 3.4 region" above (below) the threshold of +0.5
Colombian coffee production, exports (both expressed in thousands of bags of 60 kg green bean equivalent) and the external price of Colombian coffee (expressed in nominal U.S. cents per pound) are provided by the Colombian Coffee Growers Federation. We obtain the real price of Colombian coffee (expressed in May 2016 U.S. dollars per pound) by deflating the nominal price using the U.S. Consumer Price Index sourced from the Federal Reserve Bank of St. Louis. The model includes the percent first-difference of log-production (∆prod t ), log-exports (cexp t ) and log real price (rpc t ), with the latter two variables expressed in percent deviations from their sample averages. 7 We rely on log-production in first-differences because the growth rate of production is 6 As shown by Cárdenas (1994) , over the 1961-88 period in Colombia the National Federation of Coffee Growers, through the administration of the National Coffee Fund, has been successful in achieving domestic price stabilization and hence in influencing production decisions by farmers. Thus, although data are available starting from the late 1950's, the estimation sample begins in January 1990, since, before 1990, the price of coffee was regulated under the International Coffee Agreement (ICA) regime. The first ICA was signed in 1962 by most consuming and producing countries with the aim of stabilizing the price of coffee. Under the ICA regime a target price (or price band) was set and export quotas allocated to each coffee producer. The ICA failed to be renewed in July 1989 (Ponte, 2002) . 7 While expressing these variables in deviations from the sample averages is inconsequential for the robustness empirical results, this transformation facilitates the interpretation of the historical decompositions.
tightly linked with the notion of production shortages which are often seen as the main drivers of commodity price shocks. Therefore, in our model, Colombian coffee supply shocks correspond to unpredictable changes in the growth of coffee production. Price and exports are in log-levels and have not been differenced, since economic theory suggests a link between cyclical fluctuations in demand and the real price of Colombian coffee (Erten and Ocampo, 2013) . First-differencing would remove their low-frequency covariation, making it virtually impossible to analyse how shocks to demand accumulate over time and affect the real price of Colombian coffee. Figure 1 shows that the real price of Colombian coffee is highly volatile. This fact is consistent with a low price elasticity of supply, and low price and income elasticities of demand that jointly tend to magnify the price impact of actual and expected supply shortages (Mehta and Chavas, 2008; Ponte, 2002) . With the exception of few spikes in the 1990's due to frosts in Brazil, the real price of Colombian coffee has remained at very low levels from 1990 to 2004. During this period, which includes the coffee crisis, the world coffee market was oversupplied due to rising production from Brazil, Vietnam and other Asian countries and a relatively weak growth in world demand for coffee. Moreover, the failure of the International Coffee Agreement in 1989, which encouraged member countries to stockpile coffee surpluses in order to keep prices high, is another reason for such low prices (Osorio, 2002 ). This period is followed by a price rally that lasted until 2011. Over the years 2004-11 the coffee market was characterized by a tight balance between supply and demand, exacerbated by low level of stocks in producing countries. Coffee production was also severely affected by the development of plant diseases and unfavorable weather conditions in Colombia, Brazil and other producing countries. On this respect, the price decrease observed from 2011 onward is simply due to production recovering from the damages caused by the coffee rust. 8 This summary description shows that at each point in time the real price of Colombian coffee is hit by a multitude of shocks that jointly shape 8 The dynamics of the price of coffee is reconstructed from the reading of various releases of the International Coffee Organization's Annual Review. This description has also substantially benefited from the contributions of Daviron and Ponte (2005) and Pendergrast (1999) , which have been brought to our attention by an anonymous referee. Additional details about the data, graphs and descriptive statistics are shown in Section A of the Appendix.
its dynamics. 
where µ t includes a constant and seasonal dummies (i.e. month-of-the-year dummies), A j for j = 1, . . . , 24 are matrices of parameters and e t is a vector of reduced form errors. From now on, we ignore the vector of deterministic regressors, µ t ; this does not alter the presentation, but facilitates the notation. The structural form of the model is:
where B j for j = 0, . . . , 24 are matrices of structural parameters and ε t is a vector of serially and mutually The strategy of including two variables expressed in log-levels (cexp t , rpc t ) and one in first-difference (∆prod t ) in the block of the model for the Colombian coffee market, as well as the choice of using a VAR with 24 lags can be justified on the basis of several economic and econometric considerations. First, as illustrated at 9 More details about estimation and implementation are discussed in Section B of the Appendix (see Hamilton, 1994; , for further details).
the beginning of this section, we use log-production in first-differences because the growth rate of Colombian production is tightly linked with production shortages. On the contrary, Colombian coffee price and exports are in log-levels, since first-differencing would remove their low-frequency covariation and make it difficult to analyse how shocks to the demand for Colombian coffee accumulate over time and affect the real price of coffee in Colombia. Second, our structural VAR model is identified by means of short-run restrictions only. Within this framework, co-integration, which would imply additional long-run restrictions, has been considered as not necessary to our analysis. Third, in our baseline VAR model with 24 lags the largest estimated autoregressive root is 0.981. When data are highly persistent, unit-root and stationarity tests are known to have very low power (see e.g. Cochrane, 1991) . Moreover, if the dominant root is local-to-unity the use of these tests as a tool for model selection is invalid (Cavanagh et al., 1995) . These "pre-test" biases extend also to models based on co-integration tests (Elliott, 1998) . Fourth, while imposing unit-root and co-integration restrictions into a VAR might improve the efficiency of impulse response estimators, impulse responses can be consistently estimated also running the VAR in levels and without imposing such restrictions . Fifth, imposing unit-root and co-integration restrictions which are not supported by the data would deliver inconsistent LS coefficients estimates and hence inconsistent impulse response estimates . Sixth, Gospodinov et al. (2013) show that, in case of doubt on the integration properties of the series, the level specification is preferable. Seventh, show that if a VAR(p) model includes variables that are integrated of order d standard asymptotic results apply, provided that the model includes d extra lags. extend this result to VAR processes with local-to-unity roots, long-memory and known structural breaks. This lag-augmentation procedure clearly leads to a loss of efficiency and inflates the width of confidence intervals for impulse response functions.
However, if the lag order is too low, misleading estimates and inference can occur (see e.g. Hamilton and Herrera, 2004) . Eighth, as pointed out by Kilian (2009) and , long lags are necessary when studying commodity prices that typically exhibit very long cycles. As shown by Erten and Ocampo (2013) , in the case of non-oil commodity prices, these cycles depend essentially on demand-side drivers; therefore a VAR model with few lags would miss slowly building price movements associated with gradual changes in demand.
Lastly, coffee production involves long delays between planting, cropping, harvesting and marketing (e.g. it takes at least two years before new coffee trees begin to bear fruits; see Ponte, 2002) . In particular, Arabica coffee trees are characterized by a "biennial bearing cycle", that is a high-production year alternates with a low-production year (ICO, 2014; Terazono, 2013; Wegmann, 2013; Wickens and Greenfield, 1973) .
Our results are robust to a number of modifications of the baseline empirical specification, such as changes in the VAR lag-order and different empirical proxies for ENSO.
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Identification. Model identification is achieved by imposing the following set of exclusion restrictions on B
This model focuses on the main forces driving the real price of Colombian coffee in the short-run, namely shocks to Colombian supply, shocks arising in the world coffee market and Colombian export policy shocks. The presence of zeros (i.e. exclusion restrictions) in system (3) can be motivated as follows. An "ENSO shock" is defined as an unpredictable change of sst t . Positive ENSO shocks identify unpredictable El Niño events, while unpredictable negative changes of sst t represent La Niña episodes. Consistently with the identification approaches of Brunner (2002) and Cashin et al. (2017) , our identification scheme implies that an ENSO shock affects the production, exports and the real price of Colombian coffee within the same month, but not vice-versa. Without further restric-10 See Section D of the Appendix for details.
tions, this means that ENSO shocks affect Colombian coffee supply, the world market for coffee and Colombian coffee exports. Our model is linear and hence it implicitly assumes that the responses of Colombian coffee price, production and exports to positive and negative ENSO shocks are symmetric (i.e. the responses change sign, but are of the same magnitude). Moreover, it also implies that the timing of the responses to negative and positive ENSO shocks is the same.
Innovations to Colombian coffee production not explained by ENSO shocks are referred to as "Colombian coffee supply shocks". Our model assumes that the supply of Colombian coffee does not respond, on impact, neither to shocks arising in the world market for coffee, nor to Colombian export policy interventions. This is in line with theoretical models for the coffee market which assume a vertical coffee supply (Wickens and Greenfield, 1973; Mehta and Chavas, 2008) . Low empirical estimates of short-run supply elasticity can be reconciled with the fact that it takes years before new trees start bearing coffee beans and reach full productivity (Ghoshray, 2010; Ponte, 2002) . On the contrary, a shortage due to ENSO-related weather events leads to an immediate change in Colombian coffee supply. Similarly, Colombian coffee supply changes on impact in response to the spread of plant diseases, or to weather shocks that are not associated with ENSO.
Innovations to the international price of Colombian coffee that are not explained by the outbreak of ENSO shocks, nor by shocks to the Colombian coffee supply, are called "world coffee market shocks". The zero restriction in the third row of system (3) implies that the international price of Colombian coffee responds on impact to everything that happens in the world market for coffee, with the exception of innovations to Colombian exporting decisions. Specifically, the third shock captures production shortfalls in countries producing Arabica and other coffee varieties, changes to consumer demand for Colombian and any other kind of coffee, and changes to stock accumulation by managers managing warehouses for Colombian Arabica and every other variety of coffee. This zero restriction is consistent with a "small country assumption" (see e.g. Cushman and Zha, 1997) and is justified by the fact that after the failure of the International Coffee Agreement individual producing countries have largely lost control over their coffee prices (Daviron and Ponte, 2005; Ponte, 2002) .
Lastly, changes to Colombian coffee exports not explained by innovations to ENSO, Colombian supply, or world coffee market shocks are referred to as "Colombian export policy shocks" and capture policy interventions aimed at altering the international price of Colombian coffee, such as export retention schemes, quotas or "quality initiatives". In turn, this implies that Colombian exports immediately respond to all events affecting the Colombian and the world markets for coffee.
Empirical Results

Impulse response analysis
Figures 2 and 3 present the response of the Colombian production, exports and real price of coffee to a one-standard deviation shock to ENSO, Colombian coffee supply and Colombian export policy, as well as to innovations arising in the world coffee market. Each panel shows the estimated impulse response function (IRF), as well as one and two-standard error bands (namely, 68% and 95% confidence intervals), based on a recursive-design wild bootstrap with 2000 replications (see Gonçalves and Kilian, 2004) .
The impacts of El Niño on the Colombian coffee market.
In Figure 2 we focus on the IRF generated by a positive ENSO shock that, being an unpredictable positive change in SST anomalies, signals the outbreak of El Niño conditions. In the coffee-growing zones of Colombia, El Niño tends to increase temperatures and sunlight and to decrease rainfalls and soil moisture (Poveda et al., 2001) . These factors stimulate the growth and flowering of coffee trees, with a positive impact on production (Café de Colombia, 2014) . Figure 2 confirms that a positive ENSO shock has beneficial impacts on Colombian production and exports. The outbreak of El Niño yields a temporary, although long-lived, increase in Colombian coffee production and exports. The IRF of production becomes statistically significant at the 95% confidence level with a delay of at least 12 months. Then it remains statistically significant, at the 68% confidence level, up to 21 months after the positive ENSO shock.
The bottom panel of Figure 2 shows that the response of Colombian exports to ENSO shocks is further delayed. The IRF becomes statistically significant at the 95% confidence level only after 16 months, but 5 months later it is no more statistically distinguishable from zero. The behavior of these responses is explained by the fact that any impact of ENSO on Colombian production and exports must incorporate the delays characterizing the coffee production cycle. The result that a positive ENSO surprise leads to an increase in Colombian coffee exports might be rationalized by the geographical variability of its effects (see e.g Iizumi et al., 2014 and Cashin et al., 2017) . Therefore, the rise in Colombian exports might serve to compensate an El Niño-driven production shortfall recorded in other countries (Ubilava, 2012) .
The panel in the middle of Figure 2 displays the response of the real price of Colombian coffee to a positive ENSO surprise. On average, over the 1990-2016 period, the development of El Niño has led to a reduction of the real price of Colombian coffee that lasts up to 16 months after the shock. However, the IRF of the real price is negative and statistically significant only using the 68% confidence bands and in the first semester following the ENSO surprise. The price-depressing effects of El Niño can be reconciled with the fact that El Niño has two positive impacts, one on the production of coffee in Colombia and the second on its exports. In the presence of a vertical supply, which of the two effects prevails will depend on the price elasticity of demand. In the case of coffee, the short-run price elasticity of both demand and supply is low (Mehta and Chavas, 2008; Ponte, 2002) , therefore the price decrease due to the "supply effect" might dominate the price increase due to the "export effect".
Our model is linear, that is it does not take into account nonlinear or asymmetric responses; this characteristic implies that to gauge the effects of a negative ENSO surprise (i.e. La Niña) the IRFs of production, exports, and the real price of coffee should be simply translated on the horizontal axis. Hence, following the outbreak of La Niña, Colombian coffee production and exports decrease, while the real price of Colombian coffee increases. During
La Niña, temperatures and sunlight decrease and rainfalls and soil moisture increase (Poveda et al., 2001 ). The complex interaction of these conditions lower the productivity of Colombian coffee plantations and boosts the hazard of plant diseases and floods. Notwithstanding different geographical impacts of ENSO, La Niña increases the severity and the probability of diseases, such as coffee rust (Avelino et al., 2015) . Thus, at least in principle, La
Niña can be more harmful than El Niño, whose effects are generally beneficial for Colombian coffee production (Café de Colombia, 2014) . In particular, the response of the price of Colombian Arabica coffee to La Niña (El Niño) shocks is positive (negative) and statistically significant for almost a year. Similarly, Ubilava (2012 shows that the response to ENSO shocks depends on the variety of coffee and ENSO phases. Although the results in these studies do not contradict our findings, the methodology differs. Ubilava (2012 focuses on the nominal price of coffee and implements a wide set nonlinear reduced form models without controlling for demand and supply shocks that are also expected to affect the price of coffee. On the contrary, our model is structural, focuses on the real price of Colombian coffee, allows for both demand-and supply-side innovations, but cannot accommodate asymmetries or nonlinearities in the response to positive and negative ENSO shocks.
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Impulse-responses for the Colombian coffee market. We now concentrate on the coffee market block of the Structural VAR (i.e the last three equations of system 3).
A negative shock to Colombian coffee supply causes an immediate, abrupt decline in Colombian coffee production, followed by a rebound. The drop is permanent and the IRF remains negative and statistically significant at the 68% confidence level for almost two years. Moreover, an unexpected supply disruption generates a permanent increase in the real price of Colombian coffee, that is statistically significant at the 68% confidence level.
This shock also causes a fall in Colombian exports, which is long-lived and statistically significant at the 95% confidence level.
Shocks arising in the world coffee market do not affect Colombian production, but cause a permanent increase 11 finds evidence of asymmetries and nonlinearities in the response of Arabica coffee price, although in Table 2 he shows that, for Arabica prices, the preferred model is a (linear and symmetric) autoregressive distributed lag. This model, which excludes exports and production, is basically a bi-variate version of our reduced form model.
in the real price of Colombian coffee. There is evidence of overshooting in the real price response. The IRF peaks after a quarter, then it gradually declines, while remaining statistically significant at the 95% confidence level.
Notice that this behavior is rather different from the dynamics of the response of the Colombian price of coffee to a negative shock to Colombian coffee supply. In that case, there is no overshooting: the IRF builds up gradually and peaks 15 months after the shock. The bottom panel in the second column of Figure 3 shows that Colombian coffee exports experience an immediate, but very short-lived, increase in response to a price boosting effect originating in the world coffee market.
The response of Colombian coffee production to a Colombian export policy shock is never statistically distinguishable from zero. This is due to the fact that Colombian coffee production cannot be modified in the short-run.
This shock also generates a very small transitory increase in the real price of Colombian coffee, that is never statistically distinguishable from zero at the 95% confidence level. Lastly, Colombian export policy interventions cause an immediate increase in exports, followed by a partial reversal. All in all, this behavior is consistent with the notion that small countries cannot influence the international price of their exports, which instead is mainly determined by events within the world market. Table 1 shows the percentage contributions of shocks to ENSO, Colombian supply, shocks arising in the world coffee market and shocks due to Colombian exporting decisions to the overall variability of Colombian coffee production, export and real price, based on the forecast error variance decomposition (FEVD) of our Structural VAR model at 1, 3, 12, 24 months, as well in the long-run (denoted as ∞). 12 Over the 1990-2016 period, the explanatory power of ENSO shocks for the Colombian coffee market is, on average, small. On impact, ENSO shocks account only for a tiny percentage of the variation in coffee production (2.2%), exports (0.02%) and real 12 The long-run contribution of each shocks is approximated by computing the FEVD at horizon 600 (i.e. fifty years from the shock).
Forecast error variance decomposition
price (0.2%). In the long-run, the explanatory power of ENSO shocks for production and price rises to 8.3% and 5.8%, respectively.
Focusing on panel (b) of Table 1 , shocks arising in the world coffee market explain, on impact, 97% of the variation in the real price of Colombian coffee, while innovations to Colombian coffee supply account only for 2.8%. In the long-run, shocks to Colombian coffee supply and Colombian export interventions gain importance and explain 11.5% and 6.7% of the variation of the real price of Colombian coffee. The explanatory power of shocks from the world coffee market remains high and is equal to 76%.
To sum up, the limited explanatory power of ENSO for coffee production, coupled with the fact that innovations from the world market for coffee seem more important than the supply-side shocks within the domestic coffee market, helps explaining why there is only a mild response of the real price of Colombian coffee to ENSO anomalies.
Discussion and conclusions
Climatological models can predict ENSO anomalies up to two years in advance (Chen et al., 2004) , hence their forecasts can be used to optimize the response of policy authorities and coffee industry stakeholders to El Niño and La Niña. However, optimal policy responses to extreme weather events requires not only accurate climatological models, but also a deep understanding of the propagation mechanisms through which ENSO shocks influence the economic variables of interest. Our structural econometric model is a first step in this direction, as it provides an interpretation of the causes of different shocks to the price of coffee in Colombia. As a consequence, we can assess the impacts ENSO shocks on the Colombian coffee industry while controlling for shocks arising in the Colombian as well as in the world coffee markets. We have shown that the overall impact of ENSO shocks on the price of Colombian coffee is small and that, both in the short-run and in the long-run, shocks to the international demand for Colombian coffee have more explanatory power than domestic supply-side shocks hitting the Colombian coffee industry.
Our paper is novel for several respects. First, our approach is new with respect to the strand of the literature that has identified a feedback between shocks to the price of coffee and macroeconomic aggregates. This literature, differently from our paper, focuses only on exogenous supply shocks (Dube and Vargas, 2013; Miller and Urdinola, 2010) , does not distinguish supply-side from demand-side coffee price shocks (Otero, 2001; Raju and Melo, 2003) , and considers the price of coffee as exogenous with respect to Colombian macroeconomic variables (Edwards, 1984) .
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A second distinguishing feature of this study is that it uses monthly data. On the contrary, most of the previous analyses of the linkages between weather shocks and macroeconomic variables rely on data aggregated at annual or quarterly frequency to match the ENSO proxies with the available measures of aggregate economic activity (see Berry and Okulicz-Kozaryn, 2008; Cashin et al., 2017 , and references therein). This approach is subject the so called "temporal aggregation bias", that is likely to affect both parameter estimates and hypothesis testing. This specification error arises when economic agents make decisions at fixed intervals of time which are more recurrent than the sampling frequency of the data (Christiano and Eichenbaum, 1987) .
A third characteristic of our paper is to provide an in-depth analysis for a single country and a specific commodity. Focusing on Colombia, rather than looking directly at the world coffee market and at global price indicators made available by the International Coffee Organization or futures prices, facilitates the identification of the economic effects of ENSO. On this respect, in presence of linkages between global and domestic prices which are often weak, the transmission of any production shortfall caused by ENSO anomalies from the local to the world price of a commodity might involve long delays (World Bank, 2015) , making the study of the world coffee market less informative. Moreover, the analysis of a single country is preferable because the weather effects of El Niño and La Niña are highly heterogeneous across world regions (see e.g. Davey et al., 2014; World Meteorological Organization, 2014) . A similar behaviour characterizes the response of macroeconomic variables and commodity prices to ENSO anomalies (Cashin et al., 2017; Iizumi et al., 2014) . It is worth pointing out that coffee is a commodity with its own peculiarities. For example, El Niño often creates favorable conditions for the production of Arabica varieties, mainly grown in South America, while it leads to decrease the production of Robusta, which is concentrated in Southeast Asia (Ubilava, 2012 . If the analysis of the coffee market is confined to the world level, production shortfalls for Robusta coffee can be offset by the beneficial impacts of El Niño on Arabica production. Therefore, looking at the coffee price from a global perspective without allowing for spillover effects, which can be accounted for by country-specific analyses, would lead to information losses and biased estimates of the effects of ENSO shocks.
From the point of view of macroeconomic policy, our results suggest that a given coffee price shock can have beneficial, detrimental or negligible effects on the Colombian economy, depending on its underlying causes. For instance, a price increase due the outbreak of La Niña impacts the Colombian economy differently from a price shock due to an export boom. Thus, policy responses to coffee price shocks should be carefully designed in order to take the causes of each shock into consideration (Edwards, 1984; Otero, 2001; Raju and Melo, 2003) .
Our results are also relevant for designing more accurate agricultural and environmental policies. During El Niño and La Niña the occurrence of floods, droughts, tornadoes, hail storms and other natural disasters becomes more predictable (Allen et al., 2015; World Meteorological Organization, 2014) . Colombian authorities should exploit these forecasts to implement prevention programs and strengthen communities' resilience to extreme weather events, so as to reduce their socio-economic impacts (Oxfam, 2016) . Incorporating ENSO predictions into early warning systems can save lives, reduce economic losses and boost the benefits of ENSO when it has positive economic effects (Iizumi et al., 2014; Sun et al., 2006) . ENSO forecasts can also be fruitfully used to design, implement and improve agricultural insurance schemes (Nadolnyak et al., 2008; Ubilava, 2013, 2015) . As noted before, however, the usefulness of ENSO forecasts critically depends on the understanding of the propagation mechanism of weather shocks. Our structural econometric model might be used, in combination with ENSO forecasts, by policy makers to manage the impacts of weather shocks on the Colombian coffee market.
A specific policy aspect which is related to our results is adaptation to climate change. 14 We show that coffee price and production exhibit only a mild reaction to El Niño and La Niña, whereas climate change is expected to increase the frequency and intensity of both ENSO phases (Cai et al., 2014) . To the extent that coffee price shocks due to extreme weather events will be experienced more often in Colombia and in other producing countries, the identification of the causes of price shocks will be crucial for stabilizing the price of coffee. A stabilization of the price of coffee might be required not only when La Niña affects Colombian internal coffee production, but also when extreme weather events affect other major producers leading to a shock to the precautionary demand for coffee. In both situations, the predictions from our model can be used to tailor specific economic actions, such as more effective stockpiling management, aimed at contrasting the undesired effects of shocks to the price of coffee, at least in the short-run.
World Meteorological Organization, 2014. El Niño/Southern Oscillation. Working Paper no. 1145, Geneva, Switzerland. Notes: Forecast error variance decomposition (FEVD) for the growth rate of Colombian coffee production, ∆prodt, the real price of Colombian coffee, rpct, and Colombian coffee exports, cexpt, based on the Structural VAR model described in Section 3. FEVD at horizon "∞" is approximated by FEVD at horizon 600. In this section we provide further details about the data used in the paper. The structural VAR model estimated in the paper is based on four variables:
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1. Sea Surface Temperature (SST) anomalies (sst t );
2. Colombian coffee production (P ROD t );
3. Colombian coffee exports (CEXP t );
4. The external price of Colombian coffee in nominal terms (P C t ).
All variables are sampled at monthly frequency and span the January/1990 -May 2016 period. The U.S. National
Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration defines El Niño and La Niña as episodes with five consecutive threemonth running mean of SST anomalies in the so-called "Niño 3.4 region" above (below) the threshold of +0.5
). An alternative measure to determine whether ENSO is in its cold (La Niña) or warm phase (El Niño) is the Southern Oscillation Index (details in Section D.1). Figure A1 shows these two alternative proxies; both are sourced from the U.S. National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration. Descriptive statistics for all variables appear in Table A1 . As we can see, the log-transform reduces the degree of asymmetry of all coffee market variables, tends to stabilize their sample variance and to decrease their sample kurtosis. Figure A3 shows the box plot of the distribution of each variable over the months of the year. We can see that the sample averages of all variables, except sst t , display some variability over different months of the year.
The absence of seasonality in sst t is not a surprise, in that anomalies are defined as deviations from the seasonal mean of sea surface temperatures. See https://www.ncdc.noaa.gov for details. Notes: the table shows the sample average (Avg.), the coefficient of variation (C.V.), the sample skewness and kurtosis. 
B Structural VAR models -Technical details
In this section we provide details of the methodology used in the paper. We focus on the implementation of the empirical methods, while we refer to Giannini (1997), Lütkepohl (2010) and for a thorough presentation of the theoretical background. The empirical analysis is implemented with a set of Matlab routines (used for impulse-response estimation and inference and historical decompositions) and
EViews scripts (used for forecast variance decomposition).
B.1 Representations of VAR models
Reduced form. We can write the reduced form of a VAR(p) model for a vector of K time-series y t = (y 1t , . . . , y Kt ) ′ , t = 1, . . . , T , as follows:
where -as in our paper -µ t includes a constant and seasonal dummies (i.e. month-of-the-year dummies), A i , Companion form. Equation (1) can be equivalently re-written by expressing the VAR(p) model for the (K × 1)
vector y t as a VAR(1) process for the (Kp × 1) vector Y t :
where 2 :
. . .
Structural form. From now on we ignore the vector of deterministic regressors (µ t ), both for ease of notation and because its presence does not alter the following discussion. The structural form of a VAR(p) model can be written as:
where B j , j = 0, . . . , p, are (K × K) matrices of structural parameters and ε t is a (K × 1) vector of structural errors with identity variance-covariance matrix 3 I K , such that ε t ∼ (0, I K ). Notice that the matrix B 0 collects the parameters governing the contemporaneous relations between our endogenous variables.
It is easy to see that the reduced form of the VAR model is obtained by pre-multiplying equation (3) 
B.2 Estimation of reduced form and structural form parameters
Estimation of reduced form parameters. Ordinary Least Squares (OLS) estimation of the reduced form parameters is carried out by re-writing the VAR(p) in a more compact form:
where
OLS estimates of the reduced form parameters are given by:
3 While the normalization E (ε t ε ′ t ) ≡ Σ ε = I K is a standard approach, alternative normalizations are possible.
See for details. 4 Notice that:
0 . 5 For ease of notation, we ignore seasonal dummy variables and use µ to denote a (K × 1) vector of intercepts.
where U = Y − AZ denotes the OLS residuals.
Estimation of structural parameters and shocks. Since E (e t e 
Since B
−1
0 is lower-triangular, also its inverse B 0 , which contains the estimates of the parameters governing the contemporaneous relations between the variables of the model, is lower-triangular. Moreover, given B 0 and A i , i = 1, . . . , p, we can rely on equation (4) to recover the estimates of the remaining structural parameters:
Estimates of the structural residuals are also obtained from equation (4):
B.3 Impulse response analysis
For the identification of the model and the estimation of the structural parameters and the structural shocks we have normalized the variance-covariance matrix of structural errors such that 
where Ψ i is a (K × K) matrix with elements:
Estimation of the structural IRFs requires to estimate also the reduced-form IRFs, that is:
The companion-form representation of the VAR shown in Equation (2) is used to obtain the reduced-form IRFs:
. Structural IRFs are then computed as:
Reduced-form IRFs and structural IRFs are easily estimated relying on the OLS estimator, as detailed in Section B.2.
The previous formulas also allow to derive the structural IRFs of the log-level of a variable from the structural IRFs for its growth rate. A case in point -that appears in the paper -is the derivation of structural IRFs of the log of coffee production from the IRFs for its growth rate. If ψ i2k is the response of the growth rate of coffee production to a unit shock to the k-th variable in the VAR model, then the response of log of coffee production to such a shock is given by ∑ h i=0 ψ i2k , h = 0, . . . , H.
C Additional results
C.1 Asymmetries and nonlinearity
We rely on a linear structural VAR model which does not incorporate any nonlinear transmission mechanisms.
Although modelling nonlinearities could enrich the emprical analysis, this extension is beyond the scope of the paper. Some recent contributions have investigated the "ENSO-commodity price nexus" with specifications allowing for asymmetric and nonlinear transmission mechanisms. A nonlinear VAR(p) model, which encompasses most of such specifications, can be written as:
where e t is a (K × 1) vector of white noise reduced form errors and F t (·) is function of the autoregressive terms which, as indicated by the subscript t, might also depend on time. There are several ways to show that our model is a special case of equation (14). For instance, we can assume that the relationship between y t and its lags is not time-varying, therefore F t (·) = F (·). Alternatively, we might either impose that F (·) is the identity function or interpret our linear VAR model as a first-order Taylor expansion of equation (14) . As already highlighted in the paper, linearity imposes some restrictions on model (15). First, the magnitude of the shock is proportional to the response. Second, the responses to negative shocks are the mirror images of the responses to positive shocks (i.e. symmetry). Third, the responses are not time-varying, nor state dependent (i.e. they are invariant to when the shock occur and to the state of the economy).
While imposing linearity is, to a certain extent, restrictive, we note that nonlinear specifications might also be restrictive as well. For example, one should take a stance on the parametric form of F t (·). Moreover, nonlinear VAR models pose nontrivial challenges for estimation and suffer from the curse of dimensionality (i.e. the computational costs grows exponentially with the dimensionality of F t (·), see e.g. Winschel and Krätzig (2010) ).
Computational difficulties are less problematic in existing studies that have typically focused on bi-variate nonlinear VAR models including only a proxy for ENSO and the price of a commodity. However, while the analyst might be satisfied by imposing nonlinearity only for the ENSO-price relation, nothing guarantees that nonnlinearities are absent from the relations between supply, demand and prices. If this is the case, a joint model of these complex feedbacks might lead to the aforementioned curse of dimensionality issue and to inappropriate parametric
D Robustness checks
This section shows that the results illustrated in our paper are robust to several modifications of the reference model.
D.1 A different ENSO indicator
In the paper we have used SST anomalies to determine whether ENSO was in its cold (La Niña) or warm phase (El Niño Figure A4 with those reported in the paper shows that using SOI in place of SST yields results which are qualitatively similar.
D.2 VAR lag-order
The IRFs reported in our paper are based on the estimation of a Structural VAR model that includes 24 lagged values of each endogenous variable. Since Arabica coffee trees feature a "biennial bearing cycle", such a high lag-order is necessary to capture the linkages between the cyclical fluctuations of prices and production, as well as seasonal effects. Figure A5 shows the IRFs of coffee production, exports and prices arising from Structural VAR models of order 6 and 12. In both cases, the resulting IRFs are qualitatively equivalent to those reported in our paper. However, the IRFs arising from lower-order VAR models are more precisely estimated. It is well known that the choice of the optimal number of lags in a VAR is subject to a trade-off: too many lags lead to less precise IRF estimates, while, if the lag order is too low, misleading estimates and inference can occur . 
D.3 Strong exogeneity of SST
All the results presented so far rely on the assumption that the ENSO proxies are pre-determined with respect to the Colombian coffee market. An alternative, and possibly more realistic, working hypothesis is to assume that ENSO proxies are strongly exogenous. Operationally, the strong exogeneity assumption imposes a set of zero restrictions on the coefficients of lagged production, export and real price of coffee in the reduced form VAR equation for sst t .
The restricted VAR model has been estimated with Iterated Feasible Generalized Least Squares and the resulting IRFs of coffee production, exports and prices to a positive ENSO shock are presented in Figure A6 . Since the restricted VAR is characterized by a smaller number of estimated parameters, the IRFs should be more precisely estimated. Nevertheless, the restricted IRFs are qualitatively identical to those reported in our paper. 
